
CS50 Presents

CS50x Puzzle Day 2024
with thanks to our friends at Meta

April 5–8, 2024

● This packet contains 9 puzzles. The first 8 puzzles are independent of one
another. The final puzzle is a metapuzzle: it requires answers from at least 6
puzzles in order to solve it.

● The answer to each puzzle is a single word or short phrase in English.

● You may use the internet and any other resources at your disposal, including
artificial intelligence (AI).

● You are encouraged (but not required) to work on a team with 1, 2, or 3
classmates or friends, either in person or online. You may not share hints or
answers with other teams.

● Take photos while you work on the puzzles (or screenshots of your team
collaborating online)! Share them at https://cs50.ly/photos if you'd like!

● Submit your answers at https://cs50.ly/submit by 23:59 on Monday,
April 8, 2024. If working on a team, only one member of your team should
submit. If you submit multiple times, we'll consider your only most recent
submission, which should contain all of your answers together.

● See https://cs50.ly/puzzles for all rules.

● Have fun and good luck!

https://cs50.ly/photos
https://cs50.ly/submit
https://cs50.ly/puzzles


The Round of Music
I like to hang out in the music room and imagine what I’d name my band if I had one. Every time
I think about it, I come up with too many ideas to count.

__ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __



__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __

__ __ __ __ __

5, 440, 10, 50, 97’s, 20, 182



Zoo Pals Mystery Dinner
You find some recipe cards in the kitchen cabinet.

Name: ?????? ?????
Rating: 8

Died from baguette bludgeoning

Name: ??????? ?????
Rating: 7

Fatal hang gliding accident

Name: ????? ????
Rating: 8

Decapitated

Name: ??????? ?? ??? ?????
Rating: 1

Went into the forest and never returned



Name: ???? ?? ??? ????
Rating: 8

Fell into a pit trap

Name: ???? ?? ? ???????
Rating: 8

Found strangled to death in bedsheets

Name: ?????? ?????
Rating: 3

Lost the coin flip

Name: ???????? ????
Rating: 11

Died from sounds exceeding 200 dB

Name: ???????? ????
Rating: 9

Drowned while deep sea angling



Name: ???? ???????
Rating: 9

Silenced

Name: ???? ?????
Rating: 6

Scratched up by wolves

Name: ????? ???????? ???????
Rating: 6

Lost contact in Pikes Peak



Room Décor
The garish ornamentation of the bedroom instantly gives you a flashback to when you and your
roommates tried to furnish your last place. With each of you requiring different conditions, it’s a
wonder you were able to navigate competing priorities to come up with an arrangement that
could satisfy everyone!

The House

As shown in this diagram, the house consists of 4 rooms - bathroom, bedroom, living room,
and kitchen. The bathroom and bedroom are upstairs, while the living room and kitchen are
downstairs.



The bathroom and living room are on the left side, and the bedroom and kitchen are on the
right side.
Each room has a wall color (red, yellow, blue, or green) and can hold up to 3 objects (1 of
each category) in the order shown in the room.

The Objects
There are 3 different categories of objects: wall hangings, lamps, and curios. Objects will
come in 4 different colors (red, yellow, blue, and green) and 4 different styles (modern, antique,
retro, or unusual). However, not every category of object comes in every style. The chart below
shows the only 12 possible color/style combinations. That means there is no object that is both
modern and yellow. It also means that a modern lamp is always blue, a modern blue object is
always a lamp, and a blue lamp is always modern.

Each room contains a lamp slot, wall hanging slot, and curio slot (in some order) in which an
object of that category can be placed. If there is nothing in one of these slots, it is considered
an empty slot.



Important: wall color works a little differently from objects. While every object has both a style
and a color, wall color has only a color. In addition, object slots can be left empty, but every
wall must have a color.

The Conditions
After some tense negotiations, you and your housemates were able to agree on an extensive
set of conditions according to which you would decorate the house:

1. There must be a blue lamp in the bedroom.
2. Each of the two cool colors (blue and green) must not appear on the same side of the

house as the other.
3. There must not be any modern objects downstairs.
4. The bathroom must contain only one color.
5. There must not be any empty slots upstairs.



6. Each room must contain a curio of a different color.
7. The house must contain only one retro object.
8. There are more red objects on the left side of the house than on the right side.
9. Each room in the house must be painted a different wall color.
10. In the upstairs of the house, the wall color must match the color of at least one of the

objects in the room. In the downstairs, the wall color must not match the color of any
of the objects in the room.

11. The left side of the house must contain one more object than the right side of the
house.

12. Exactly one type of object (same category, color, and style) must appear in multiple
rooms. Every other object type must appear in at most one room.

13. There are more antique objects downstairs than upstairs.
14. There must be more unusual objects than modern objects in the house.

When all of you were satisfied with how the house had turned out, there was nothing left to do
but live in it.



Roleplay
That hot British actor is just in everything, isn’t he? But who (last name, where applicable) is he
playing?









Books
Ugh, the lights in the library always flicker; I wonder if there's faulty wiring
somewhere ... say, do some of these look off to you?





MapGPT
ChatGPT is so much fun to use! Too bad it isn’t good at creating maps. Decipher
these directions to determine the name of each major (yellow) road used in one of
the routes, and place each building mentioned in the driving instructions just past
an intersection of two major roads. City Hall has been placed for you. The minor
streets will not be used by MapGPT. Also, because MapGPT is imperfect, it might not
generate an especially efficient route between two places. When you’re done, take
the intersection of each building to reveal a style of travel that explains MapGPT’s
route.





Connect Four
Errata (04-04-2024): the fourth picture in this puzzle has been updated to
match the web link.
He dusts off an odd looking box in the game room and sighs.
"People never put these back right. All the cards are mixed up!" 

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NsOZtgjHxR9rICDJws5
 

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NbR9noMHOjbeu-coGxJ
  

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NsOZtgjHxR9rICDJws5
https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NbR9noMHOjbeu-coGxJ


https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-Nb_iyF6Kv71natlH5EG
  

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NbRBQ6YuSz5dI2pJad9
'
  

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-Nb_iyF6Kv71natlH5EG
https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NbRBQ6YuSz5dI2pJad9
https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NbRBQ6YuSz5dI2pJad9


Cycleword
As you enter the garage, you can’t help but notice strange clues on the bike. As the wheels start
spinning, the answers all seem to blend together and you wonder what’s left.

Front

Mexico’s most famous musician, according to Coco (7)
The Swiss home of the world’s only 300M indoor shooting range (7)
Chocolatey spread (7)
Paint partner to Williams (7)
One of the opening acts for Jennifer Lopez’s Dance Again World Tour (7)
Flying fastener (4 3)

Back

Parts of a buck (7)
Valorous (7)
Like playing musical instruments in public in Singapore (7)
Show stronger tenacity (7)
Herbal brand formerly owned by Starbucks (4 3)
Forcefully remove (4 3)

Hint: The answers to the 6 clues for each wheel are in alphabetical order above, but not on the
wheels!



[Meta] A Haunting Conclusion

Note: This puzzle is ametapuzzle, so it uses the answers from the other
puzzles! We only recommend trying to solve this puzzle if you’ve already
solved at least six of the eight previous puzzles. The more feeder puzzles you
solve, the easier this puzzle gets!

With everything going on in this house, it’s clearly haunted. But what can we
do about it?
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